
Create your project.
Do you have an ideia for a different product? We can put our industrial expertise 
and customization capabilities at your service and bring it to life.
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We’ll make it come true.



For Memorable Brands
Design and manufacturing of customized products for use 
in promotional events, corporate branding, and licensing.

These sneakers, made in 
Portugal using materials that
meet environmental and human
health certifications, offer 
comfort and customization.

Sneakersmania® offers over 250 color combinations for 
customization, making it a great choice for those seeking a 
high quality, customizable product.

Laces with excellent grip,
strong inbuilt fabric tips,
and customizable sizing
and finishings.

Two base colors and a 
variety of top colors for
original combinations.

Expertise In Lanyards
Lanyardsmania® offers a wide range of customizable 
lanyards, wristbands, belts, and straps for promotional use.
Our experience in trimmings and ability to bring creative
ideas to life make us a leading provider in the market.

Online Simulator

Customize

Customize your lanyard by choosing the  model, quality, 
style, accessories, and logo. Preview the final result with 
our simulation tool, check the price and purchase online.

Wristbands
A simple way to link your brand with memorable moments.
Select the material, design the bracelet and choose the 
message you want to send. We offer printing techniques  
adapted to your ideas.

Bufans

High-definition sublimation cheering scarf.

Lightweight, easy to carry, soft and comfortable fabric.

Full-color customization with sublimation print with 
vibrant colors. Available in white and ready to print!

Heat-Transfers

Heat-applied transfers for 
textile customization.

Technical solutions for 
every demand.

From high resolutions
(Helio SD) to high resistance 
prints (Helio VR).

Gumring® offers seamless, elastic
bands for maximum comfort in promotional
 products such as wristbands, headbands,
 and underwear.

Now

Available all in standard
printing sizes.

Orders from 25 
units per design.
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